
How to get to the 

Kriya Yoga Zentrum, Pottendorferstr. 69, 2523 Tattendorf? 

 

1. By train from Vienna Central Station: 

Daily hourly trains from 5.24 till 21.24, last train 22.55  - arrival 23.41 in Tattendorf 

New: trains operate also Saturday and Sunday, holiday!!!   

Change in Traiskirchen (the connecting train is already waiting there); Duration 48 min 

Ticket: € 8,40 Vienna Central Station to Tattendorf 

www.oebb.at/en/    (Always check your connection online again as there could be changes) 
 

Walking distance from Tattendorf train station to the Kriya Yoga Centre: duration 10 minutes 
 

Get off at Tattendorf (the station after Ober Waltersdorf) on the right - continue walking in the direction of 

the train until you reach the main road (Pottendorferstr.) - then turn left over the level crossing, then walk 

approx. 300m in the side lane of Pottendorferstrasse until you reach No. 69. 
 

Alternative train route: There is always a train from Vienna Central Station at the 29th minute, which arrives 

in Vienna Meidling at the 36th minute, heading for Wiener Neustadt - to reach Tattendorf, change at 

Leobersdorf or Felixdorf - details at www.oebb.at 

 

 

2. From Baden b. Wien by bus, share taxi, taxi 

Connection info under www.vor.at  

(Enter Baden Bahnhof /Tattendorf) 

* Share-Taxi AST-Steinfeld; € 6,60 - Sa from 2.45pm, Su from 8.45am and Mo-Fr. from 6.45pm at hourly intervals  

available (reservation obligatory 30min in advance under +43 800 222322) 

Abfahrt direkt vor dem Bahnhof Bushaltestelle 1 links, fährt zum Kriya Yoga Zentrum 

Departure directly in front of the station, left hand side at Bus stop 1, taxi drops you at the Kriya Yoga Centre 

 

 Taxi from Baden to Tattendorf  

* Taxi for Kriyavans by TMS Taxi, Mr. Parlak; € 20,- / reservation at + 43 676 6106102; TMS-taxi@gmx.at  

 

 

3. From the Airport Vienna Schwechat to the KY -Centre 

* by bus and train: www.oebb.at/en/    (search connection here) Price € 10,10 

* by TMS Taxi, Mr. Parlak, Booking for arrival at seminars at www.tiny.cc/kriyataxi 

 Direct booking under: +43 (0)6766106102; TMS-TAXI@gmx.at 

From the airport to the Kriya Yoga Centre 70 €. 

From the Kriya Yoga Centre to the airport 65 €. 
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The train from/to the airport runs every hour. Example see below 

See connection below. (best to take the train always at 24th minute at Wien HBF and just change the 

train in Traiskirchen at the same platform ) 

 

Airport  to Tattendorf: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tattendorf to Airport 


